WMF PROFESSIONAL COFFEE MACHINES
WMF is the leading international manufacturer of fully automatic coffee machines. Every coffee system is unique in itself and a
specialist for meeting individual needs. To this date all of the WMF coffee machines are being manufactured in Geislingen and can
therefore pride themselves on being MADE IN GERMANY.
The entire line of WMF coffee machines lie on a unique spectrum that truly offers everyone a customized machine. Whether the focus
is on the latest specialties, high cup capacities, hot or cold milk foam or milk toppings; the coffee machine fittings are centered on YOU
and never the other way around.

WMF 1500 S
The WMF1500S is our basic model for professional
coffee indulgence. It offers a wide variety of
specialties, consistently high quality, space-saving
design, optimal reliability, user –friendliness and
excellent price-performance ratio. And with the
Dynamic Milk System, preparing the latest trendy
specialties such as cold milk foam beverages, is just as
much child’s play as creating the classic latte macchiato
or cappuccino. Above all, the WMF1500S puts the
yummy factor into gastronomy.

WMF 50000 S
WMF 5000 S, it is precisely this need we are
addressing: we’ve developed a machine that packs the
performance capacity of a large, fully-automated coffee
machine into a slim, sleek appliance. With the WMF 5000 S,
we are offering a machine that not only makes fantastic
coffee, but produces consistently high quality faster – and
is easy to use, to boot

Recommended daily/max. hourly output 180 Cups

Recommended daily/max. hourly output 250 Cups

Eight beverage buttons over six levels
Up to 48 beverages in either single
or double sized cups can be programmed in.

Eight beverage buttons over six levels
Up to 48 beverages in either single
or double sized cups can be programmed in.

Small-Medium-Large Functions
Each desired beverage is simply
matched to the various predefined filling volumes.

Small-Medium-Large Functions
Each desired beverage is simply
matched to the various predefined filling volumes.

Dimensions (W X D X H) 325 X 675 X 590 mm
Boiler Capacity 4 Liters
Power Requirements 230 V – 3250 W

Dimensions (W X D X H) 325 X 706 X 590 mm
Boiler Capacity 5 Liters
Power Requirements 230 V – 3250 W

